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TheMarshallSpaceFlight Center SolarVectorMagnetographisa special
purposetelescopeusedto measurethevectormagneticfield in activeareason the
surfaceof thesun.This instrumentmeasuresthelinearandcircularpolarization
intensities(theStokesvectorsQ, U andV) producedby theZeemaneffecton aspecific
spectralline dueto thesolarmagneticfield from whichthe longitudinalandtransverse
componentsof the magneticfield maybedetermined.Beginningin 1990asaSummer
FacultyFellow in projectJOVEandcontinuingunderNASA GrantNAG8-1042,the
authorhasbeendevelopingcomputersoftwareto performthesecomputations,first using
aDECMicroVAX systemequippedwith ahigh speedarrayprocessor,andmorerecently
usingaDEC AXP/OSFsystem.This summer'swork is acontinuationof this
development.

TheexistingMSFC VectorMagnetographmeasurespolarizationintensitiesat
pointsin a squarearrayof 128x 128pixelswhich covera field-of-view (FOV) of about
5by 5 minutesof arc.At thepresenttime, anewmagnetographisunderconstruction
which will provideconsiderablyhigherresolution, up to amaximumof 1024x 2048
pixelscoveringaFOV of 4 by 8 arc-minutes.Initially, programsarebeingwrittento
processarraysof 512x 1024pixels,laterto beexpandedwhenthefull resolutionof the
instrumentis realized.

Thecomputationof the longitudinalandtransversecomponentsof themagnetic
field is describedby Hagyardetal (1982)_.OncetheStokesvectorsPv, PQ,andthe
azimuthangled_aredetermined,themagneticfield componentsarethencomputedby
evaluatingpolynomialsin Pv andPQ at each point of the data array. The coefficients in

these polynomials are dependent on the inclination angle qa (angle to the line-of-sight) of

the magnetic field vector at any point. The calculation is straightforward for points along

the neutral line where qJ = 90 °, but the result is less accurate for points away from the

neutral line where qa varies from 0 to 90 °. A new method was developed by Hagyard and

Kineke (1995) 2 to calculate the magnetic field components by evaluating the

polynomials at points away from the neutral line by an iterative process using an

individual set of polynomial coefficients which correspond to the inclination angle of the

field at each point in the array.

The software to implement the magnetic field computations by the new method is

written in Interactive Data Language (IDL), which supports efficient vector and array

processing capabilities. However, since the new iterative algorithm involves evaluating

polynomials having coefficients which depend on qa, it was necessary to implement the

iterative processing in external FORTRAN subroutines called by IDL, since IDL is veLy

inefficient when a data dependency exists. Originally, the programs were developed • ,_

MicroVAX 3600 running the VMS operating system, and reasonable execution time: '

1 minute) were realized for the 128 x 128 pixel arrays produced by the existing

magnetograph. The present effort is to migrate the IDL and FORTRAN routines to a_

AXP/OSF system which has considerably greater speed and memory capacity to hanc'l_.

the high resolution data arrays produced by the magnetograph now being assembled. A

problem was encountered when it was discovered that the IDL documentation and
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examples describing the calling of external subroutines on AXP/OSF systems were in

error. When the software vendor (Research Systems, Inc.) provided the correct

documentation, the process worked properly.

A major part of the programming effort has been directed to the development of a

"user friendly" interactive graphical user interface which exploits the windowing

capabilities available in the OSF 1 operating system (X windows). The IDL language

supports a series of"widgets" which can be manipulated to produce buttons for making

selections from a set of options, sliders for the selection of a number from a given range

of values, text boxes for keyboard input and a draw widget for plotting the results. In

most cases, the user makes selections and chooses numerical values by means of a

pointing device (mouse). In a typical execution of the IDL profile SPOT, the user first

sees menus for the selection of input data files. The desired directory and files can be

chosen by highlighting the selection and pressing (clicking) a mouse button. Next, the

menu shown in figure la appears, where the user can change the constants used in the

magnetic field calculations by clicking the appropriate box and entering the data from the

keyboard. In addition, "YES/NO" button options are available to save the constants, save

the calculated magnetic field components in output files, or plot the resulting

magnetogram on the display. Clicking the "'OK" button causes the profile to continue,

whereupon the user sees the menu of figure lb, where the number of iterations of the

polynomial evaluation algorithm is chosen. The IDL profile then calls an external

FORTRAN routine to perform the iterations, and then plots a histogram which indicates

the change in the transverse and longitudinal components from one iteration to the next.

If these changes are not sufficiently small, the iteration selection menu (figure lb) can be

used again to program additional repetitions. Clicking "OK" with zero iterations selected

causes the program to display the plotting menu of figure 2. In this display, widget

buttons are used to select the type of plot (observed, potential etc.), the plot parameters

(contour levels, shear points, etc.) and the output device (X window display, laser printer,

etc.). Widget sliders are used to select the limits of the area to be plotted, and a draw

widget is produced on which the magnetogram plot is displayed. In the example, an

active area with numerous shear points is illustrated, where the data was obtained in 1991

by a magnetograph having 128 by 128 pixel resolution. Normally, the user would run the

profile and plot the magnetogram on the display, and then re-plot on a hard copy output

device such as a laser printer if the data appeared valid. It should be noted that each

menu has a "CANCEL" and "'HELP" button. Clicking on "CANCEL" stops the program

at that point, while pressing "HELP" produces a new window containing detailed

instructions for the unfamiliar user. As it is now written, this IDL profile gets input data

from files containing the calibrated polarization intensity ratios (differences divided by

sums) described in reference (1). An IDL profile is now being developed to produce

these arrays from the raw polarization intensity data produced by the magnetograph, ":/_:?,

the ultimate goal of an integrated software package to do the complete data analysis.
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Clearly, the software development process for the new magnetograph is just

beginning. Preliminary tests indicate that for 512 x 1024 pixel arrays, execution times

with five iterations of the polynomial evaluation algorithm are on the order of several

minutes, which is certainly quite reasonable. Considerable programming remains to be

done to provide for additional calculations, such as the production of plots in the

heliocentric coordinate system. The author intends to submit a new proposal to continue

his work in January, 1996. The assistance and cooperation of all of the members of the

staff of the MSFC Vector Magnetograph Laboratory is greatly appreciated by the author,

for it made his five week visit a pleasant and intellectually stimulating experience,

despite the exceptionally hot weather.
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